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You work every day. At home, you work in the kitchen. At school, you sharpen pencils. It may surprise you to learn that you also work during recess and at lunch. Playing and eating are work, too!
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Data Mining In Time Series Databases (Series in Machine Perception and Artificial Intelligence)World Scientific Publishing, 2004
Traditional data mining methods are designed to deal with “static” databases, i.e. databases where the ordering of records (or other database objects) has nothing to do with the patterns of interest. Though the assumption of order irrelevance may be sufficiently accurate in some applications, there are certainly many other cases, where...
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ICRRM 2019 – System Reliability, Quality Control, Safety, Maintenance and Management: Applications to Civil, Mechanical and Chemical EngineeringSpringer, 2019

	Content of this proceedings discusses emerging trends in structural reliability, safety and disaster management, covering topics like total quality management, risk maintenance and design for reliability. Some papers also address chemical process reliability, reliability analysis and engineering applications in chemical process equipment systems...
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Handbook of Research on Ubiquitous Computing Technology for Real Time EnterprisesInformation Science Publishing, 2008

	After the mainframe and personal computer eras, the third major era in computer science, ubiquitous computing, describes the state of technology in which networked computers would surround every user.


	Ubiquitous Computing Technology for Real Time Enterprises combines the fundamental methods, algorithms, and concepts of...
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Numerical Methods for Elliptic and Parabolic Partial Differential Equations (Texts in Applied Mathematics)Springer, 2003
This book resulted from lectures given at the University of Erlangen–
Nuremberg and at the University of Magdeburg. On these occasions we
often had to deal with the problem of a heterogeneous audience composed
of students of mathematics and of different natural or engineering sciences.

Thus the expectations of the...
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Turing (A Novel about Computation)MIT Press, 2003
Our hero is Turing, an interactive tutoring program and namesake (or virtual emanation?) of Alan Turing, World War II code breaker and father of computer science. In this unusual novel, Turing's idiosyncratic version of intellectual history from a computational point of view unfolds in tandem with the story of a love affair involving Ethel, a...
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Microsoft SharePoint Technologies : Planning, Design and Implementation (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2004
Microsoft SharePoint Technologies: Planning, Design and Implementation provides an in-depth examination of the tasks involved in planning, designing and deploying SharePoint in your enterprise. The book examines SharePoint from the user's perspective, the administrator's perspective, and the application developer's perspective and looks at how you...
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